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I half-heartedly keep expecting the holes in my salt shaker to clog
With things from the sea machines couldn't filter
Or which were just too interesting that the salt makers passed them on
As jokes only strangers can share without repercussions
Nobody expects salt to have repercussions
(Although my doctor disagrees, but what would he know?)
I sometimes have this recurring dream of discovering international landmarks
Under towering mounds of salt all lined up in a single, busy street
People walk around them with the same haste they use near the homeless
And volunteers for too-obviously-important charities
I stop a few of them and ask how are they not bothered by mountains of salt in their way
They frisk their pockets and hand me change after staring at my face long and hard, until they feel
they've had good value for their money
Or irritably ask me where to sign while they mumble how irresponsible I am to not even have one of
those clipboards
It's a very logical dream in that regard
I often find I don't have much in life to look forward to but what would become of this preoccupation
with salt
I hide the shaker now whenever guests come
Lately I've started mixing sharp things in there with the salt when I'm bored
Mostly opened-up paperclips I find at work and take with due permission
And though their bent frames won't ever pass through the tiny holes,
Sometimes I have to stop myself from shaking it too vigorously over my soup
Even if it feels good to do it, almost possible
Because if there's one thing my doctor is right about I think,
It's that the next stroke won't be so kind
And it is faintly sad that between that,
A warped paperclip falling in my soup,
And finding jokes about the sea from strange salt makers,
The first one is most likely
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